**Starver® X**
- The neXt generation in high phosphate removal technology
- Removes up to 9,000 ppb of phosphates in a 10,000 gallon pool
- Natural composition of unique polymers and rare earth compounds

**Starver® Maintenance**
- Ultimate phosphate maintenance and preventative solution
- Prevents algae - algae cannot grow without phosphates
- Enhances the performance of all other pool chemical treatments

**Phosphate 3,000**
- The reliable and cost effective phosphate remover
- One quart removes 3,000 ppb of phosphates in a 10,000 gallon pool
- All natural formula is safe to use and environmentally friendly

**Citrus Stain Eliminator**
- All natural, citric acid formula
- Eliminates tannins, copper, iron, and manganese stains
- Phosphate-free
- Compatible with all sanitizer systems and pool surfaces

**Metal Eliminator**
- Sequesters and removes metals
- Regular use will prevent new stains and reduce older metallic stains
- Aides in scale removal and prevention
- Excellent for start-up for new and re-surfaced pools

**Multi Stain Eliminator**
- Removes manganese, iron, and copper stains
- Removes organic stains such as algae, leaf, and mold stains on vinyl liners
- Treatment for stain and spot removal on all types of surfaces

**Phosphate Removers Stain and Scale Solutions**
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**Algaecide**
- 4 Month Algaecide
  - Prevents all types of algae blooms
  - Fast acting, long lasting treatment
  - Non-foaming
  - No waiting, swim immediately

**Clarifiers**
- Pool Blue 10,000
  - All natural chitosan based clarifier made from recycled crab shells
  - Non-toxic and environmentally sustainable
  - Clears cloudy water quickly

- Spa Blue 1,000
  - All natural chitosan based clarifier made from recycled crab shells
  - Non-toxic and environmentally sustainable
  - Clears cloudy water quickly

- 30 Day Clear Blue Cube
  - Keeps water sparkling for 30 days
  - No spill, no mess, no measuring
  - Non toxic 100% biodegradable
  - Removes stain causing metals and undissolved particles

- Sparkle Pill
  - Clears cloudy pools quickly
  - Compatible with all sanitizer systems
  - No mess, easy skimmer box application

**Maintenance Products**
- Bug Off
  - Eliminates insects from pool water surface
  - Insects sink to the bottom of the pool where they are filtered or vacuumed away

- Calcium Hardness Reducer
  - Reduces calcium hardness levels by 200-400 ppm
  - Restricts calcium scale formation on pool and spa surfaces as well as equipment

- Clean Cell Plus
  - Premium salt cell cleaner
  - Removes scale, body oils, and organic debris
  - Pre-mixed, reusable, non-fuming
  - Extends cell life

- Duck Off
  - Deter ducks and geese
  - Not harmful to ducks, geese or humans
  - Compatible with all sanitizer systems and pool surfaces

- Enzyme Weekly
  - Enzymes reduce maintenance and clear oils and contaminants
  - All natural formula is safe to use and environmentally friendly
  - Compatible with all sanitizers

- Hydra-Slip Lube
  - Highly advanced silicone lubricant
  - Protects rubber and plastic parts from wear and tear
  - Will not expand or weaken rubber parts or ‘O’ rings

- No Chlor Shock
  - Non chlorine shock contains 45% Potassium Monopersulfate
  - High active oxygen level oxidizes organic contaminants
  - Ideal for weekly maintenance

- No Leaks
  - Advanced liquid formulation seals minor cracks and leaks in pipes & concrete pool surfaces
  - Fast acting-seals leaks up to 1” in 24 hours

- Sunscreen Tabs
  - Reduces chlorine demand
  - Protects chlorine from UV light
  - No mixing, fast dissolving tabs
  - Improves filtration

**Commercial Strength Chemicals for Your Swimming Pool**